Improvement Science

With David and Clare Price

In education, innovation is usually externally sourced: someone has a new theory and small-scale trials suggest it could work elsewhere. But because no two schools are the same, larger-scale 'diffusion' leads to underwhelming impact, and teachers go back to 'business as usual'. Improvement Science looks for internal solutions to persistent problems, because none of us is as smart as all of us. Improvement Science equips learning organisations with a set of processes that build a continuous culture of innovation.

David and Clare Price

David Price, OBE is a leading education writer, speaker, and trainer. He is Co-Founder of We Do Things Differently, a culture change practice, and a Senior Associate at the Innovation Unit.

Clare Price is an Education Consultant with over 20 years experience of working as a teacher, lecturer, facilitator, trainer and strategic manager.

What is it?

Improvement Science helps practitioners determine:

- Where innovation needs to happen
- How changes might lead to an improvement
- What kinds of measures would indicate improvement
- What needs to happen next

Though each 'change action' may only yield a small improvement, if enough practitioners are discovering how to make modest improvements to their practice, major transformation can be realised.
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WHEN: 17th February, 2017
WHERE: Hilltop Road Public School
COST: $175 per attendee

REGISTRATION:
For NSW DOE participants please register via MyPL using the following details...
Course code: NR10845
Course Title: David and Clare Price- Improvement Science

Non NSW DOE participants please register through contacting...
Natalie.see@det.nsw.edu.au